Sacred Clearing and Cleaning
Frequently Asked Questions
How do I start the process of clearing my space?

We have a three step process:
Step 1) Sacred Cleaning & Clearing Assessment
• Half hour site visit
• Written Energy Clearing and Sacred Cleaning recommendation
- How much time will be needed in the physical and energetic areas
- Including specifics that were found
- Investment to get home in state of Sacred Space
- If needed, personal coaching recommended before Sacred Cleaning
& Clearing process begins
• Partnership Agreement (includes customized pricing for recommended Step 2 services).
Step 2) Lighter | Clearer | Cleaner
Energy Clearing includes:
• Prep-work: Distance pre-cleanse
• Up to 90-Minutes of on-site clearing and processing
• After care instructions
• Follow-up phone call
Sacred Cleaning:
• Multiple visits of 90-minutes or one visit of 3-4 hours
• Two people
• Participation of homeowner
• We bring cleaning supplies
• We remove all discarded items and bring garbage to your trash area
Step 3) After Care
• Owner continues to follow After Care Instructions to maintain a healthy, 					
light and desired environment.

What types of clients request energy clearing and cleaning in their home or building?
Our clients are those that are sensitive to energy or in-tune with when something does not “feel
right.” Sometimes the the feelings are subtle in their space like feeling angry, uneasy or disturbed
when walking into space, other times the sensation is more tangible such as unexplainable physical
disruptions in the space.
People who have just purchased a new home, or moved to a new rental space have it energy-cleared,
the same way they would want it physically cleaned so they are starting out with a clean slate. The
energy of contractors, builders or previous residents, if not consciously cleared, will remain with a
space after new occupants move in.
People from all religious backgrounds. When it comes to our clearing service, clients want to feel a
positive difference in their space. Everyone we work with is open to removing stagnant and negative
energy while having more light and love in their space. We respect and are sensitive to all religious
backgrounds.

Can I follow you around while you work?
Yes! As part of our requirements for service we ask that you are in the home while we work. Many
clients find it interesting to watch what we do from room to room, which is always allowed and
encouraged. You will have a good understanding of what we are doing based on the report you
receive after our initial assessment and prior to booking the this service.

Why would I want or need to have my house/space energetically cleared?
You may not need a clearing and this service may not resonate with you, and that’s okay. However,
if you’ve gone through a roommate change, grief, strong anger/rage, period of illness, or loss those
energetic feelings can linger in a space making it hard to thrive or move on. Have you ever walked
into a home and it just “felt good?” That feeling occurs because the people in it are in alignment
energetically with the space; and it has nothing to do with how expensive the home is or how nice
their belongings are. If you are trying to sell a home after or during a divorce, hardship or death you
will find that clearing the home can quicken the process as many potential buyers can pick up on
negative energy in a home and if it does not resonate with them, they will not be called to buy your
home or building.

What will I notice after you’ve cleared or cleaned my space?
Will I be able to tell anything?
The issues that you were concerned about prior to our visit will be dissolved. Also, you may notice
the energetic space feels lighter and clearer. If Sacred Cleaning has been completed you will notice
the physical and energetic lightness in your space. If you are sensitive to energy there will be a
noticable difference, if you are not as sensitive to energy the difference may be less palatable, and
that is okay.

Do you clear the outdoor space as well as indoors?
Yes. Members of our team are certified Sacred Homa Fire Facilitators which will clear land and
outdoor spaces deep into the soil and through airspace around a location.

Do you energy-clear people too?
Yes. Please see our list of Team Members on this site and see which practitioner resonates with
you. Each of us have extensive backgrounds in clearing dark energies that are attached to people.
It is a service that is not often spoken about mainstream, but something we help clients with on a
weekly, if not daily basis.
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